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a cummins customer care rep will ask you to confirm
the date and time of your pc (personal computer).you
may need to know this to be able to change your pc
date and time. on windows xp, you can find the date

and time in the control panel. on windows 7, it is easy
to do it. simply click on the start button, and then click
on the date and time button. cummins insite 7.62 can

be a pc-based software that provides fast and easy
access to your motor's electronic performance

information, which assists you to faster service change
around periods. insite helps you to maintain the right

processes and diagnostic period, even though
increasing efficiency and earnings. there are hundreds

of parameters that can be set on today's modern
electronic engines found in commercial trucks. there
are also several tools available to do this that vary
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from oem software to aftermarket software such as
noregon jpro, texa idc5, pf-diagnose, and many others.

you will find a big difference in these aftermarket
programs. for example, jpro can change around 5

parameters on cummins engines. the texa dealer level
diagnostic tool can do over 100. a cummins customer
care rep will request you to confirm the date and time
of your pc (personal computer).you may need to know

this to be able to change your pc date and time. on
windows xp, you can find the date and time in the

control panel. on windows 7, it's easy to do it. simply
click on the start button, and then click on the date
and time button. the license configuration tool is a

separate application from insite that handles all of the
tool licensing for insite. this tool allows you to activate,

repair, re-validate and transfer licenses. you can
launch this tool through the manage license(s) tab or
open it from the cummins folder on the start menu.
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the key to flashing the ecm is that you must be able to
see the following files in the folders that you want to

flash the ecm. note that the ecm directory is
c:\program files\cummins\ecm, and the ecm.cfg is

located in the folder called ecm.cfg. there is an
example shown below, of the files that must be in the
right location. these files will not be in the folder that

you will copy them to, so you must make sure they are
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in the right place. if you cannot see the files that are in
the image above, your ecm is not unlocked, and you

will not be able to flash it. remember, there are only 4
files that need to be in the right location, and they are

in the top left corner of the picture. if you go to the
folder that you want to flash the ecm from, you will

need to open that folder, and you will need to see the
files that are in the image below. drive 09 the oracle
that wins the point out of toyota, honda, vw, volvo.

drive on the web. change your date and time to allow
for using old oracle files. this program was designed
for make use of of a fast and easy information entry
system for your personal computer motor. with the
growing popularity of semi-automatic transmission,

eaton has quickly become the standard in this market.
the software you are looking for is called eaton

serviceranger professional. the software license will
run around $1,800 per year unless you purchase a

3-year package for around $3,500. this software will
allow you to perform vehicle product software

updates, but dont expect to get the ability to program
a blank tcm. this function is still reserved for

dealerships and distributors. 5ec8ef588b
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